Abstract. The systematization of planetary rotary hydraulic machines (PRHM) with floating rollers is presented in the article. This systematization is carried out according to such structural features as: the number of waves that have central tooth gears with internal and external teeth, the character of the leading link motion; selection of a supporting (fixed) link; selection of the link containing the channels. The systematization allows us to list all essentially different schemes of PRHM and conduct their comparative analysis. The comparison is based on such technical parameters as: symmetry of schemes; absence of dead spots; PRHM performance, pulsation of instantaneous performance; channel cross-sectional area. The comparison showed that based on a set of indicators, the schemes with the numbers of central wheel waves 2×4; 4×6; 6×8 are preferred, in which the rotor performs a purely rotary motion.
Today virtually all types of industry cannot do without volumetric hydraulic machines. Improving the technical characteristics of such machines is highly demanded and relevant.
One of the perspective types of volumetric hydraulic machines is planetary rotary hydraulic machines (PRHM) - Figure 1 . All such hydraulic machines contain Link 1 with external teeth, Link 2 with internal teeth and intervening Floating rollers 3. During the motion of the Driving link 1 (or 2) the volume of the cavity located between Rollers 3 varies, and Rollers 3, rolling between Links 1 and 2, open and close the respective channels.
Although, according to their mass-produced indicators, PRHMs exceed [1] other volumetric hydraulic machines, until now they have not been widely used. This is due to the lack of economically feasible technologies for manufacturing non-circular tooth gears, as well as the lack of appropriate calculation techniques. The first task to be solved is creation of a consistent scientific classification and selection of the most promising schemes of PRHM.
The main distinguishing feature of such machines is combination of numbers of link waves (M) with external teeth and the number of link waves (N) link with internal teeth [2, 3] . However, there are many possible combinations of M×N numbers of waves. We propose to group them, distinguishing only: 1, i and j, where 1<i<j. In this case, there are only five possible combinations: 1×1; 1×i; i×1; i×i; i×j. a (
Fig. 1. Schemes of PRHM
In addition, we introduce another important feature -the character of the leading link motion. In this case, we single out the cases of:
-purely rotational motion of the driving link -R; -planetary movement of the leading link -P; The schemes a, b, d, f refer to the first case ( Fig. 1) . The schemes c and e refer to the second case. It is important that in the second case one of the links is necessarily circular, i.e. has a number of waves M or N = 1. Round links can rotate "within themselves", without changing the position of other links touching them.
As a result, we get only 10 non-recurring formal combinations of M×N, of which only 7 groups of mechanisms are of practical importance: 1×1-R; 1×1-Р; 1×i-R; 1×i-Р i×1-Р; i×i-R; i×j-R, which are summarized in Table 1 . 
The mechanism belonging to the specific cell of Table 1 will characterize its main distinguishing features.
The significant structural features of the working mechanism of the hydraulic machine are also selection of the stopped link -index "f" and the link in which the channels are made -index "k".
The proposed systematization of PRHM made it possible to carry out an orderly enumeration of their basic schemes. Table 2 presents the results of a comparative evaluation of these schemes based on the technical indicators, such as: scheme symmetry; absence of dead spots; PRHM performance, pulsation of instantaneous performance; channel cross-sectional area.
The scheme symmetry ensures the forces application symmetry and unloading of the shaft supports. The absence of such symmetry makes it impossible to use PRHM at large pressures of the medium.
Dead spots are only present in the PRHM of the 1×1-P group. Overcoming these dead spots requires a significant complication of the PRHM mechanism.
For comparative evaluation of PRGM productivity, the ratio of the end section volume area displaced per rotor revolution, referred to the inner initial curve of the PRGM central wheel with internal teeth (epicycles) was used. Determination of the capacity factor was carried out for specific schemes using the graphical method [4] .
The channel cross-section factor was also defined as the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the input (or output) channels to the area located inside the initial curve of the PRGM central wheel with internal teeth [5] . Two cases were considered -when the channels were made in the end walls of an epicycle or in a central gear. The data on the structures where the channels were made in the cylindrical working surfaces of the central gears were not included in the table.
Flow pulsation, i.e. the instantaneous PRGM productivity, was determined on basis of the harmonic nature of the variation in the flow rate of each working cavity. Its value depends on the number of cavities consecutively included in the cycle. A pulsation value of ± 50% means that the flow rate of the medium varies from zero to maximum, i.e. occurs in separate portions. Table 2 is to be expanded in the future through the introduction of other technical indicators, however, certain conclusions can be made at this stage of the study. For use on the limiting pressure of the medium, only PRGM of i×j-R and i×i -R groups are suitable. At the same time, the i×j-R group has advantages in terms of channel sizes and less pulsation of the medium flow. We should note that such conclusions are not unexpected, since the only known PRGM, produced serially [6] 
, refers specifically to this group.
Conclusion
The proposed systematization allows to identify all essentially different schemes of PRGM and compare them among themselves according to the most important criteria and choose the best. According to the research state, the ixj-R group has a certain advantage at the moment. 
